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� Marge Pascale

� Red Cliff Ojibwe, Air Women’s Army Corps 
(Air WACs), made maps for military 

� Lucille Rabideaux

� Lakota, 44th General Hospital Unit, served 
as a nurse

� Ernestine Murphy

� Stockbridge-Munsee, Marines, worked with 
confidential soldier files

� Gwendolyn Washinawatok

� Menominee, Women Accepted for 
Volunteer Emergency Service (WAVES), 
recorded and interpreted international code 
messages transmitted by Japanese
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Recruiting Efforts

� Posters and Advertisements

�“There was a lot of information 
around. They started advertising 
and putting up signs that women 
were going in [the] service…they 
made it attractive.”

� Boarding Schools 

�Newsletters commending 
graduates who enlisted

�Experience made adjustment to 
military life easier

Reasons for Enlisting

� Adventure

� “I thought it would be…something interesting and a[n] adventure that was 
not offered that often.”

� Pride

� “It made you feel good that that you knew you were doing really important 
work.”

� Education

� Murphy enlisted hoping to learn a new skill, “something that I could do when 
I got to be a civilian.”

� Financial Stability

� “…in the service it’s your food and your clothes and your housing…your 
physicals or dental work…were taken care of. So all of that expense was 
something you didn’t have to worry about.”

� Discrimination in Civilian Work Force

� American Indian women “entered all branches of the service with ease.”

Benefits

� Disposable Income

� For the first time many American Indian women had extra money to spend on 
leisure activities

� Washinawatok traveled to Hollywood and Los Angeles on days off

� Murphy went dancing, out to eat, to shows and fairs

� Savings Account

� Growing up during the Depression and in the poverty of reservations, having 
money in a savings account was a first for many American Indian women

� Rabideaux sent extra income to an international bank while she was overseas

Why This Matters

� For the first time since interactions with 
Western governments, American Indian 
women began taking a larger role in the 
fate of their tribes and themselves

� Challenges the dichotomy of the male 
warrior vs. the subservient female squaw

� This research utilizes the women’s own 
recollections, and who to better represent 
American Indian women’s experiences 
than the women themselves?
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John Falter, Don’t Miss Your Great 

Opportunity, 1944.
Source: www.history.navy.mil.

“Not to be outdone by the male 
warriors, former Haskell girls are 
stepping in to claim their share of 
warrior glory.”
-”Indian Leader,” 1943

“One thing about the military, you get two pairs of shoes and 
you get a bed and you get to eat.”

-Marge Pascale, 1992

Gwendolyn Washinawatok, 

second from right, January 1944.
Source: Patty Loew, “The Back of the Homefront: Black 

and American Indian Women in Wisconsin during 
World War II,” The Wisconsin Magazine of History 82, 

no. 2 (Winter 1998-1999), 90.


